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Abstract 

Biomass can be considered as one of the most promising sustainable energy sourees of the 
future. It is to become the main contributor to the 10 percent of annual energy consump
tion that should be provided by sustainable energy in 2020 [10]. Biomass gasification is, 
within the broad range of biomass conversion technologies available, an interesting option. 
For the introduetion of small-scale fixed bed gasifiers the production of tars is one of the 
major problems [3]. These tars, that constitute only a small component of biogas, can 
coat equipment surfaces which results in fouling and darnaging of turbines or combustors. 
Because of the problems imposed by tars it is necessary to reduce the tar levels of the 
producer gas to acceptable levels before introducing the gas to, for example, a gasturbine. 

A technology to reduce the tar levels of biogas has been developed at the Eindhoven 
University of Technology. A partial oxidation burner is placed aftera fixed-bed gasifier to 
act as a cleaning device [8] [3] [5]. This acknowledged technology is still in its experimental 
phase. Additional knowledge of the processes taking place within this partial combustor 
is required. 

The research presented in this report is concerned with the numerical simulation of the 
partial oxidation burner. Characterizing the flow and locating the flame front are the 
main research goals. A model resembling the partial combustor is constructed. The in
compressible, viscous and instationary Navier-Stokes equations are solved for the laminar 
flow by the software package Fluent. To prevent the phenomenon of backflow to occur a 
basic geometry is constructed. Several different geometries are tested to design the basic 
geometry. This geometry still resembles the original partial combustor and results show 
that the character of the flow is not altered in reference with the original geometry. The 
results show an expected recirculation zone within the burner. For no reference data is 
available a thorough verification of the results is necessary. 

To locate the position of the diffusion flame, the necessity of detailed chemical kinetic 
models, can be avoided using a mixed-is-burned combustion model. Software limitations 
prevent that this model can be applied to laminar flow cases. The applicability of tur
bulence models is investigated. It is concluded that the overall laminar character of the 
flow makes it impossible to apply turbulence models. An alternative combustion model 
is found in the laminar finite rate model. The combustion results are compared to the 
mixed-is-burned theory and appear to be in agreement with the assumptions made. 
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The flow and cambustion results have led to the introduetion of an alternative burner 
geometry. The character of the flow is steady and good cambustion results have been 
achieved with this new burner geometry. 

It is concluded that by using computational fluid dynamics software packages, like Fluent, 
without any reference data available good results can be achieved. The results form a good 
picture of the flow phenomena taking place within the burner and underline the instabie 
behavior that was observed during experimental research. 
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Samenvatting 

Biomassa kan worden beschouwd als een van de meest veelbelovende duurzame energiebron
nen van de toekomst. Het moet de grootste bijdrager worden aan de 10 procent van de 
jaarlijkse energie consumptie dat moet worden geleverd door duurzame energie in 2020. 
Biomassa vergassing is, binnen het scala van beschikbare biomassa conversie technologien, 
een aantrekkelijke optie. Voor de invoering van kleinschalige fixed bed biomassa vergassers 
is de productie van teren een ernstig probleem. Deze teren, die maar een klein deel van het 
biogas uitmaken, kunnen installaties met een laag bedekken wat resulteert in storingen en 
schade van turbines en branders. Vanwege de problemen die teren met zich mee brengen 
is het nodig het teergehalte te reduceren voordat het biogas kan worden toegevoerd aan, 
bijvoorbeeld, een gasturbine. 

Een technologie om het teergehalte van biogas te reduceren is ontwikkeld aan de Tech
nische Universiteit Eindhoven. Een partial oxidation brander wordt achter een fixed bed 
biomassa vergasser geplaatst om als zuiverings-instrument te dienen. Deze erkende tech
nologie bevindt zich nog in zijn experimentele fase. Aanvullende kennis van de processen 
die zich in de partial oxidation brander afspelen is nodig. 

Het onderzoek dat in dit verslag wordt gepresenteerd houdt zich bezig met de numerieke 
simulatie van de partial oxidation burner. Het in kaart brengen van de stroming en 
het lokaliseren van het vlamfront zijn de voornaamste onderzoeksdoelen. Een model van 
de partial oxidation brander is opgesteld. De incompressibele, viskeuze en instationaire 
Navier-Stokes vergelijkingen zijn opgelost door het software pakket Fluent voor een lami
naire stroming. Om het fenomeen terugstroming tegen te gaan wordt er een basis geometrie 
gecreerd. Verschillende geometrien zijn getest tijdens het ontwerpen van de basis geome
trie. Deze geometrie weerspiegelt de originele brander geometrie. De stromingsresultaten 
laten zien dat het karakter van de stroming onveranderd is ten opzichte van de originele 
brander geometrie. De resultaten laten ook een verwachtte recirculatie zone in de brander 
zien. Omdat er geen referentie data voor handen is, is er een diepgaande verificatie van 
de resultaten nodig. 

Om het vlamfront te lokaliseren, zonder kennis van de chemische kinetica, wordt het 
mixed-is-burned verbrandingsmodel als meest geschikt gezien. Software beperkingen ver
hinderen dat dit model toegepast kan worden op laminaire stromingen. De toepassing 
van turbulentie modellen wordt onderzocht. Het kan worden geconcludeerd dat het karak
ter van de stroming hoofdzakelijk laminair is wat het toepassen van turbulentie modellen 
onmogelijk maakt. Een alternatief verbrandingsmodel wordt gevonden in het laminar
finite-rate model. De verbrandingsresultaten worden vergeleken met de mixed-is-burned 
theorie en blijken in goede overeenkomst te zijn met de gemaakte aannames. 
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De stromings- en verbrandingsresultaten hebben geleid tot de introductie van een alter
natieve brander geometrie. Het stromingskarakter is stationair en goede verbrandsingsre
sultaten zijn behaald met deze nieuwe brander geometrie. 

Het kan worden geconcludeerd dat met het gebruik van 'computational fluid dynamics' 
(CFD) software pakketten, zoals Fluent, zonder dat er referentie data present is goede re
sultaten kunnen worden behaald. De resultaten vormen een goed beeld van de stromings
fenomenen die plaatsvinden in de brander en ze onderstrepen het instationaire gedrag dat 
tijdens experimenten werd waargenomen. 
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List of symbols 

A pre-exponential factor [-] 
c speed of sound [mç1] 

b radius [m] 

Cp specific heat coefficient [J kg-1 K-1] 

D diffusion coefficient [m2 ç1] 

d inlet diameter [m] 
Ea activation energy [kJ mol-1 ] 

f mixture fraction [-] 
H enthalpy [J] 
J diffusive flux [m s-1] 
k thermal conductivity [W m-1K-1] 

Le Lewis number [-] 
l length [m] 
M molar weight [mol] 
m mass [kg] 
n number of species [-] 
p pressure [Pa] 
R universa! gas constant [-] 
Re Reynolds number [-] 
r Polar coordinate [-] 
s chemica! souree term [KJ 
s Arrhenius molar rate [?] 
s stoichiometrie ratio [-] 
T temperature [K] 
t time [s] 
u velocity in the x-direction [m s-1] 
V absolute velocity magnitude [m s-1] 
x Cartesian coordinate [-] 
x molar fraction [-] 
y mass fraction [-] 
y Cartesian coordinate [-] 
z Cartesian coordinate [-] 
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Greek letters 

a 
(3 

'Y 
e 
7} 

cp 
À 

f..L 
p 

1/ 

Subscripts 

0 

Ju 
i 
m 
max 

min 
op 
ox 
r 
st 

Superscripts 

" 

under-relaxation factor 
temperature exponent 
adiabatic constant 
stoichiometrie coefficient 
forward rate exponent 
change of variable 
air factor 
dynamic viscosity 
density 
kinematic viscosity 

reference in space 
fuel 
specie 
mixture 
maximum 
minimum 
operating 
oxidizer 
reaction 
stoichiometrie 

local/forward reaction 
backward reaction 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

Experimental research has given rise to the request for more insight into the processes 
taking place within the partial oxidation burner. At this moment it is not possible to 
execute realistic measurements within the burner. The main thought that led to this 
research is that by adjusting the existing burner geometry the tar cracking process can 
be improved. One approach is to construct several new geometries and test them in the 
existing experimental setup. This will be extremely time consuming. Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an excellent tool to examine certain sub-processes in detail. 
Alternations of the geometry can be simply executed and knowledge of the two flows 
interacting will lead to a solid starting base. What will make the use of a CFD software 
package somewhat complex is that there are no reference cases available. The design of the 
partial oxidation burner is unique in its kind and the research is still in its experimental 
phase which makes it difficult to validate the numerical achieved results. 

Research by van der Hoeven [5] and Houben [3] [8] has stated that in the partial oxi
dation process, a distinction in two parts can be made: a thermal and an oxidation part. 
Two types of mixing are important here. The mixing of biogas and air will probably 
strongly influence the chemical regime present. The mixing of the reaction products and 
the unburned gas after cambustion will also play an important role in the tar cracking 
process. 

Three main research goals can now be stated. First it is of importance to understand 
the character of the flow itself and the two flows interacting in its present environment. 
Recirculation zones present in the burner will indicate where most likely cambustion takes 
place. Secondly the location of the flame front, which is in itself dependent of the flow, 
will show where reaction products are formed and where the temperature is at its highest, 
two parameters that are believed to be the main contributors of the reduction of tar in 
synthesis gas. A third research goal embodies the introduetion of an alternative burner 
geometry. 

In chapter 2 a CFD analysis of the burner is constructed. Besides modeHing goals which 
can be different from research goals, a computational and physical model will be defined. 
The experimental setup is discussed and based on the executed experiments a geometry is 
constructed. Suitable boundary conditions and the settings of the physical properties will 
be discussed. The chapter will be concluded by determining a suitable solution procedure. 

In chapter 3 the so-called cold case simulations will be discussed. These simulations 
will embody only the flow to gain knowledge of the flow character. The incompressible, 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

viseaus and instationary Navier-Stokes equations are solved for the laminar flow. The 
original geometry will be altered into a basic geometry to make the burner suitable for 
numerical calculations. The results will be analyzed and the results will be validated. For 
no reference data is available thorough numerical verification is performed on the flow 
results. 

Cambustion will be discussed in chapter 4. It will become clear that software limitations 
will cause the application of a cambustion model that is less suitable for the analysis stated 
in chapter 2. This cambustion model requires information of the chemica! processes present 
within the burner. Knowledge of the chemica! kinetics that take place within the burner is 
scarce and additional assumptions will have to be made. Unless the shortage of knowledge 
it can demonstrated that this cambustion model perfarms very well and the location of the 
flame front is determined. The hot case results will be presented, analyzed and discussed. 

In chapter 5 an alternative geometry will be introduced and modelled. Cold and hot case 
simulations will be discussed and results will be presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Modelling 

Computational Fluid Dynamics ( CFD) will be used as the main tool in this research. 
Fluent ( version 6.1) is the CFD software that will be used to execute the required calcula
tions. Fluent is used for simulation, visualization, and analysis of fluid flow, heat and mass 
transfer, and chemical reactions. Details of the practical use of Fluent will be omitted as 
much as possible and for further information the reader is referred to the user manual 
[4]. It must be underlined that in this research CFD is used as a research and design tool 
only. This results in the fact that the approach to CFD and the use of Fluent is purely 
practical. 

In this chapter a model is constructed that will describe the mixing behavior within the 
partial oxidation burner. Boundary conditions and physical properties will be determined. 
Related CFD subjects will also be discussed. In setting up a CFD analysis the following 
steps are followed. 

• Definition of the modeHing goals 

• Choice of computational model 

• Choice of physical model 

• Determination of salution procedure 

These items will be discussed in the following sections. 

2.1 ModeHing goals 

As stated in the abstract tar levels of producer gas will have to be reduced before the biogas 
can be introduced toa turbine or any other energy conversion device. By combusting a 
small amount of the biogas originating from the gasifier the temperature is locally increased 
and radicals are formed. These two processes are believed to be responsible for the tar 
being cracked within the gas. 

For the endless possibilities that are presented within CFD several modeHing goals, which 
involve areas of interest, are introduced. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODELLING 

• Observation of the interaction of the two considered flows, air and biogas 

• Tracing recirculation zones 

• Introducing cambustion that is appropriate for the state of the flow 

• Observation of the current mixing behavior 

• Introducing an alternative burning geometry 

Examining the goals stated above the research can be roughly divided into two parts. One 
part dealing with the cold flow simulations. These results will give more insight in the 
interaction of the two flows, the state of the flow and the location of recirculation zones. 
Part two will consist of rnadelling cambustion and subjects like cambustion models and 
ignition will be treated. 

2.2 Computational model 

Choices concerning dimensional space, boundary conditions and grid topology will have 
to be made when setting up a computational model. All topics that influence the purely 
numerical part of the model will have to be taken in consideration. The consequence 
of creating the wrong conditions for the calculations can include numerical or physical 
instability and insubstantial results. 

2.2.1 Geometry and grid building 

In the experiments performed with partial oxidation [5]the burner geometry presented in 
figure 2.1 has been used. During experiments naphtalene is added to the gas stream to 
simulate the tar content. There are two streams of air present, a primary and a secondary 
one. Air is injected into a chamber that is build around the burner about halfway up. 
The burner contains seven nozzles that are placed under an angle of 45 degrees through 
which the air enters the burner. By means of a red hot wire the mixture is ignited. The 
divergent shaped outlet has the purpose to stimulate mixing of the unburned gases and 
the reaction products. Flow conditions will be examined in a 2D axisymmetric rnadelling 
setting. This is done to create an environment in which specific areas of interest can be 
investigated. Another reason to execute most of the research in a 2D setting has to do with 
the calculation time. Calculations done in 2D will take a factor 100 less in computational 
time as the same calculations done in 3D. In stead of 3D rnadelling of the partial cambustor 
a new burner geometry is introduced and modelled (see chapter 5). In 2D rnadelling the 
geometry is assumed to be axisymmetric. In this case there are no nozzles modeled and 
the air is injected through a crevice. Nevertheless, the air speed of injection is still the 
same and as a result almast three times as much air is injected into the geometry. 

A 2D model is constructed using the original geometry as a starting point. On the lefthand 
side in figure 2.1 the set-up in which experiments are executed is presented. On the 
righthand side the geometry is shown that will be used in the first flow simulations. An 
unstructured grid of 6.400 cells is applied to the geometry. An unstructured grid exists of 
triaugles that are bound by three nodes. A structured grid is constructed of squares that 
are bound by four nodes. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODELLING 

Unburned gas + 
Reaction products 

(1000 K) 

Gas (500 K) 
+ naphtalene 

172 mm 

42mm 

-+-···-
4mm 

Figure 2.1: Experimental and numerical setup 

2.2.2 Boundary conditions 

For the model to be implemented into CFD, boundary conditions has to be determined. 
The velocity profiles are described by Poiseuille profiles. The outlet is modeled as an 
outflow so all the fluid that willenter the geometry will also leave the geometry. The walls 
are assumed to be impenetrable for fluids and heat and no-slip conditions (Neumann) are 
applied to the walls. In table 2.1 an overview of all the inflow data that was available of 
the experimentsis presented [5]. 

Table 2.1: Experimental boundary conditions 

I Specie I Mass fraction Mi I Volume fraction Vi I 
Biogas 
Nitrogen (N2) 0.93995 0. 74517 
Methane (CH4) 0.04239 0.05882 
Hydragen ( H 2) 0.01766 0.19600 

Air 
Nitrogen (N2) 0.76848 0.79000 
Oxygen (02) 0.23152 0.21000 

Biogas Air 
Volume flow (mj / s) 6.7·10-4 1.36·10-4 

Flow area (m~) 5·10 ·b 2.2·10 ·b 

Flow speed (m/s) 13.3 6.2 
Flow temperature (K) 500 300 

The biogas is made up of three different components, namely nitrogen, methane and 
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hydrogen. The tar content, simulated by naphthalene in experiments, is not included in 
the model. Sirree the partial oxidation burner is an end-of-pipe application the gas mixture 
that enters the burner originates from the gasifier and has therefor a higher temperature 
(500 K) than the ambient environment. 

2.3 Physical model 

In this section all facets related to the physical aspects of the flow will be discussed. 
The defining of several physical properties plays an important role in creating a simula
tion consistent with reality. The limitations of numerical modeHing will be explored and 
defined. 

2.3.1 Flow character 

To implement the gas mixture into a numerical simulation it is necessary to know the 
dynamic viscosity of the gas. It determines the Reynolds number which indicates the 
nature of the flow. To determine the dynamic viscosity of this mixture a mass fraction 
average of the dynamic viscosity of the gas mixture is calculated (see formula 2.1). The 
CFD software calculates several physical properties in other ways which will bedescribed 
in the next section. 

1 n 

Vmixture = ;;, 0 L mi 0 Vi 

1 

(2.1) 

The known volume flows (see table 2.1) are used to calculate the inlet veloeities of the 
biogas and the air. The dimensions of the burner were introduced in figure 2.1 and 
although a erevice is modelled the diameter of a nozzle is used to calculate the Reynolds 
number at the air inlet. The following definition of the Reynolds number of a tube flow is 
used (see formtüa 2.2). It must be noted that the burner is indeed no tube. The hydraulic 
diameter d is the diameter of the tube when the flow is spread over the entire diameter 
of the tube. This is not the case with the burner that is modelled here. The function of 
the Reynolds number is to gain insight in the flow regime of the air and gas flow. The 
absolute values are of no meaning. In this line of thought the use of the Reynolds number 
for tube flows describes the burner geometry inthebest possible way and will contribute 
in a useful manner in characterizing the flow. 

v·d 
Red=-

v 
(2.2) 

From formula 2.2 it can beseen that the Reynolds number in tube flows is dependent of the 
flow velocity v, the diameter dof the tube and the kinematic viscosity v. The kinematic 
viscosity is a function of the density p and the dynamic viscosity 1-L· The Reynolds numbers 
at the gas and air inlet are presented in table 2.2. 

By theory it is well know that a tube flow with a Reynolds number above 2300 is considered 
to be a turbulent flow. When dealing with numerical calculation the Reynolds numbers 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODELLING 

Table 2.2: Reynolds numbers 

I R ed I Temperature I 
4626 500 K 
775 300 K 

(see table 2.2) are not high enough to apply turbulent models. It must be taken into 
consideration that the kinematic viscosity v is not only dependent of the specie in question 
but also of the temperature. Due to cambustion the temperature will locally rise what 
would lead to a change in the local Reynolds number. A closer look is taken at the effect of 
the temperature on the Reynolds number. Because the biogas consists mostly of nitrogen 
an analysis is made of pure nitrogen at the gas inlet. To examine the Reynolds number 
at the air inlet a mass mean average is taken of the temperature dependent kinematic 
viscosity of nitrogen and oxygen. The results are presented in figure 2.2. 

6000 

Î 
-;:-sooo 
Q) 
.c 
§ 4000 
1: 

~ 3000 
ë5 
1: 
~2000 

0::: 

1000 

- Gasinlet 
- - · Air in let 

,. I ...... 
--~---------------

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
Temperature (K) 

Figure 2.2: Reynolds number as a function of temperature 

During the calculations of the Reynolds numbers the kinematic viscosity is the only pa
rameter that is varied, the velocity and the diameter are kept constant. This assumption 
will be reconsidered when the first flow results are achieved. From figure 2.2 it can be 
concluded that the character of the flow is located in a transient region between the lami
nar (Re < 2300) and the turbulent regime (Re > 2300). As the temperature increases the 
character of the flow will shift from the transient region into the laminar region. Regard
ing the Reynolds number at both inlets and the temperature dependenee of the kinematic 
viscosity it can be concluded that the main character of the flow should be laminar. So 
the flow will be modelled applying the Navier-Stokes equations without additional terms 
descrihing turbulence. 

The Mach number is defined as the inertia force divided by the compressibility force (see 
formula 2.3). [9] 
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(2.3) 

The parameter c in this formula stands for the speed of sound. When Ma < 0.3 com
pressibility effects can be neglected. The maximum flow speed expected within the burner 
will be in the range of the gas inlet velocity of 13.3 mjs. Because nitrogen is the main 
component of the implemented biogas only the properties of this specie will be taken into 
account. To determine the Mach number it is necessary to know the speed of sound in 
nitrogen at 500 K. It is assumed that all gases within the burner behave like ideal gases. 
The speed of sound in any ideal gas at any temperature can be determined by formula 
2.4. 

c=f:J (2.4) 

In this equation 'Y represents the adiabatic constant ('-y = ~ ), R the universa! gas constant, 
Cv 

T the temperature and M stands for the molecular weight of the gas. To determine 
the adiabatic constant data is used that is supplied by the NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology). The speed of sound in nitrogen at 500 Kis equal to 454 m/s. 
The corresponding Mach number is equal to 0.02. So the flow can without any doubt be 
modelled as incompressible. 

2.3.2 Species transport 

Because both flows (gas and air) consist of several gases and mixing is one of the main 
research goals, species transport is to be included in the model. To model species transport 
the conservation equations for the involved species will have to be solved. The CFD 
software prediets the local mass fraction m~ of each specie through the salution of a 
convection-diffusion equation for specie i (see formula 2.5). 

(2.5) 

An equation of this form will be solved for n-1 species where n is the total number of 
fluid phase chemical species present in the modelled system. Ji',i is the diffusion flux of 
species i', which arises due to concentration gradients. The CFD software uses the dil u te 
approximation, under which the diffusion flux can be written as follows (see formula 2.6). 
Here Di',m is the diffusion coefficient for species i' in the mixture. 

8m' 
J·r · = -pD·r --~ 

~ .~ ~,maxi 
(2.6) 

The species will be implemented in the model as mass fractions. Tar will not be included 
in this model. For the research of the tar reducing processes is still in its experimental 
phase there are no roodels available that could describe the working mechanisms. An 
overview of the implemented mass fractions can be seen in table 2.3. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODELLING 

Table 2.3: Mass fractions of implemented species 

I Specie I Mass fraction I 
Biogas 
Nitrogen 0.93995 
Methane 0.04239 
Hydrogen 0.01766 
Air 
Nitrogen 0.77 
Oxygen 0.23 

2.3.3 Setting physical properties 

An important step in the setup of a model is the definition of the physical properties of 
the different types of gases. Some properties may be temperature-- andjor composition
dependent. Both the physical properties of the species separately and the mixtures will 
have to be defined. And there are several ways these properties can be defined. The 
following properties will be discussed: density, viscosity, heat capacity and mass diffusion. 

Density 

There are four different density relationships available. These relationships are as follows. 

• constant density 

• incompressible ideal gas law 

• density as a polynomial, piecewise--linear or piecewise-polynomial function of tem
perature 

• Boussinesq model ( can be used for natural convection problems) 

The incompressible ideal gas law should be used when pressure variations are small enough 
so that the flow is fully incompressible. But it is wishfull to use the ideal gas law to express 
the relationship between density and temperature. It was stated earlier that the flow is 
incompressible. So this density relationship is suitable for descrihing density in the model. 
A piecewise-polynomial function descrihing density as a function of temperature would also 
be fit, but will require the input of the coefficients descrihing the polynomial function. By 
applying the incompressible ideal gas law the solver will compute the density as follows. 

Pop +p 
P = RT "'"' . Y; 

L....-2 M; 

(2.7) 

In this equation R represents the universa! gas constant and Pop represents the operat
ing pressure which in this case is equal to the atmospheric pressure. The parameter p 
represents the pressure fluctuations resulting from the flow structure. 
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Viscosity 

Available for an incompressible newtonian flow are the following definition options for the 
dynamic viscosity. 

• constant viscosity 

• kinetic theory 

• temperature- and/ or composition-dependent viscosity 

If it is assumed that the gases behave like ideal gases there is an option available to define 
the fluid viscosity using kinetic theory (see for details [4]). The Lennard-Jones parameters, 
(} and E/kb, are inputs to the kinetic theory calculation that will have to be supplied when 
applying kinetic theory. The solver will use these kinetic theory inputs to compute the 
fluid viscosity. Another fit option which does not require additional information is to 
define the viscosity as a function of composition or temperature. For the CFD software 
materials database does not contain any information of temperature dependent viscosity 
relationships the viscosity will during the flow calculation only bedescribed as a nmction 
of composition. The local viscosity is determined by the ideal-gas-mixing law. For ideal 
gas law is applied the viscosity will be computed based on kinetic theory as follows. The 
viscosity mui of specie i represents the viscosity according to kinetic theory. Kinetic 
theory couples macroscopie properties of gases (for example temperature, pressure or 
volume) by consiclering their molecular composition and motion. This approach is widely 
acknowledged and applied. 

(2.8) 

where 

(2.9) 

Specific Heat Capacity 

The specific heat capacity must be defined when the energy equation is active. Again 
several options are provided. 

• constant heat capacity 

• kinetic theory 

• temperature- and/ or composition-dependent heat capacity 
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In this case the materials database does contain data to define the heat capacity as a 
function of temperature. To define this relationship a piecewise-polynomial function is 
chosen. This function is defined as follows. 

Tmin,l < T < Tmax,I: cp(T) = A1 + A2T + A3T2 + .. . 
Tmin,2 < T < Tmax,2: ep(T) = B1 + B2T + B3T2 + .. . 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Fluent defines two temperature ranges within its materials database. The first range is 
defined from 300 to 1000 K. The second range runs from 1000 to 5000 K. To define the 
local (grid celllevel) heat capacity of the involved mixtures a mass fraction average of the 
heat capacities defined fortheseparate species is computed (mixing law). 

(2.12) 

Mass Ditfusion Coefficients 

For species transport calculations, there are two ways to model the diffusion of chemical 
species. Namely Fick's law approximation or the full multicomponent diffusion model. The 
multicomponent diffusion model requires the binary diffusion coefficients that describe the 
diffusion process of species i into each of species j. Since this data is not available from 
within the materials database and the gathering of this data would cost more than is 
eventually achieved by using the model this option will be abandoned. The use of Fick's 
law will be suflident for the necessary application. 

Overview 

In this section the most important physical properties were discussed. An overview of the 
setting of the physical properties discussed is presented in table 2.4. A distinction is made 
between the properties of the fiuid and the mixture locally present. 

Table 2.4: Overview of the setting of several physical properties 
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Physical property I Fluid I Mixture Physical unit 

Density constant incompressible-i deal-gas law kgm -;:s 

Viscosity constant ideal-gas-mixing law kgm -1 s -1 

Specific heat coefficient piecewise-polynomial mixing law J kg -1 K -1 

Mass diffusion constant constant-dilute-approximation m:.l s -1 

Thermal conductivity constant constant W m -1 K -l 
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2.4 Solution procedure 

To minimize calculation time and to stabilize the solution process a well thought-out 
procedure is necessary. Knowledge from the path that leads from the governing equation 
toa solution is indispensable here. In the following sections the basicsof CFD, which are 
the foundation of any numerical calculation, will be discussed. 

2.4.1 Discretisation 

Fluent uses a control-volume-based technique to convert the governing equations to alge
brak equations. This system of algebraic equations will have to be solved numerically. 
This control volume technique consists of integrating the governing equations about each 
control volume [4], which is called discretisation. These control volumes are created by 
applying a mesh to the modelled geometry. The manner of meshing and the choice of 
element type is important to the results. The application of a coarse or a fine grid to a 
surface or volume has great effect on the achieved results and the calculation time. 

2.4.2 Linearisation - explicit versus implicit 

As was explained in the former section to solve the mathematica! model the governing 
equations have to be converted to algebraic equations. The Navier Stokes equations are 
nonlinear and therefore the resulting algebraic equations will also be nonlinear. A non
linear system of equations is a difficult task to solve, therefore the nonlinear algebraic 
equations will have to be linearized. The manner in which the governing equations are 
linearized may take an implicit or explicit form with respect to the dependent variabie 
( or set of variables) of interest. The infiuence on the results, concerning the two forms 
of linearisation, limits itself to the speed of the solving process, not to the actual result. 
Linearisation converts the nonlinear algebraic equations into approximate equations that 
can be solved. lmplicit linearisation will result that the unknown value in each cell is com
puted using a relation that includes both existing and unknown values from neighboring 
cells. When explicit linearisation is applied only existing values are used to compute the 
unknown value in each cell. [4] 
When solving the set of equations using an implicit linearisation approach the time per 
calculation is higher than when using the explicit method for it has to take into account 
unknown and known values. Nevertheless, an implicit solver will reach convergence with 
less calculation steps than an explicit solver. Before a linearisation approach is set the 
two types of solvers, the segregated and the coupled solver, will be discussed. 

2.4.3 Segregated versus coupled solver 

After linearisation the system of equations can be solved. This can be done by a segre
gated solver or a coupled solver. A segregated solver solves the parameters one by one 
and is also called a marching solver. A coupled solver solves the entire system at once. 
This solver has to process very large matrices and is therefor more time-consuming than 
the segregated solver. Nevertheless, both solvers will attain the same results in the end. 
Basedon this motivation the segregated solver is set as the main type solver. Within this 
solver several options are presented (see figure 2.3). 
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When dealing with an explicit approach each differential equation contains only one un
known. This unknown is solved explicitly for a cell. For every unknown variabie the entire 
field is resolved at once. Therefore the explicit approach is not available when using the 
segregated solver. When the problem imposed results in an unsteady salution the time
dependent terms in several equations will have to be included into the solving process. So 
within the solver there is an option for steady or unsteady flows. If the flow in the burner 
is steady or unsteady has yet to be determined. First flow results will make this clear. A 
start will be made with a steady solver. 

Use Frezen 
Flux 

Solver 

Formulation 

Time 

Unsteady Formulation 

Velocity Formulation 

Gradient Option 

Porous Formulation 

Figure 2.3: Options of the segregated solver 

The discretisation of the convective part of the N avier-Stokes equation produces non-linear 
terms in the resulting algebraic equations. Solving these equations generally requires nu
merous iterations per time step. Fluent provides an optional way to discretise the con
vective part by using the mass flux at the cell faces from the previous time level. This 
option is presented by the frozen flux formation. The salution has the same order of 
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accuracy but the non-linear character of the discretised transport equation is essentially 
reduced and the convergence within each time step is improved. This option is only avail
able for single-phase transient problems that use the segregated solver and do not use a 
moving/deforming mesh model. To what extent the flow in the burner is time-dependent 
will still have to become clear. If it is transient this option might smooth the calculation 
process. 
It is possible to choose between first order or second order implicit time integration. The 
difference is that with second order time integration the variabie that is solved per grid 
cell is not only dependent of the current time step but also of the previous time step. 
First simulations will be run with a first order time integration scheme. In section ?? the 
influence of second order time integration will be looked upon later in the research. 
There are two types of velocity formulations, namely an absolute and a relative formu
lation. The absolute velocity formulation is preferred in applications where the flow in 
most of the domain is not rotating. The relative velocity formulation is appropriate when 
most of the fluid in the domain is rotating. For most applications, either formulation may 
be used. Since no rotation of flows are expected on forehand the solver option is set to 
absolute velocity formulation. 
The gradient option determines where the variables ought to be solved on a grid cell. 
By using the cell-based gradient option variables are computed using the Green-Gauss 
theorem. In this case the variables will be computed at the center of the cell face. The 
node-based option calculates the variables at the nodes. The node-based averaging scheme 
is known to be more accurate than the default cell-based scheme for unstructured meshes, 
most notably for triangular and tetrahedral meshes. The grid that was created for the 
burner geometry is unstructured so the node-based gradient option is chosen. 
The choices that were made with regard to the segregated solver are summarized in the 
following table. If the flow will be time-dependent the frozen flux option in combination 
with first order time integration shall be chosen. Second order time integration will be 
applied later in the calculation process. 

Table 2.5: Chosen solver options 

Option Choice 

Time Steady 
Velocity formulation Absolute 
Gradient option Node-based 
Porous Pormulation Superficial velocity 
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Chapter 3 

Flow characterization 

In this chapter the first flow results will be presented and discussed. During the exami
nation of these flow results it will become clear that it is necessary to create a geometry 
which is more suitable for numerical calculations. In constructing an altered geometry the 
flow character is to be preserved. This altered geometry will be introduced as the basic 
geometry. Because there is no reference data available to test the flow results of the basic 
geometry the outcome will have to be validated in a different way. The flow results will 
be examined when several parameters that are involved in the calculation process, like for 
example the time step size, are altered. 

3.1 First flow results 

The first simulations were executed using the boundary conditions, that were determined 
in section 2.2.2, and the set governing equations. A steady, segregated, implicit solver in a 
2D axisymmetric environment is used to solve the laminar flow, including species transport. 
With the steady solver no converged salution could be obtained. So the steady solver had 
to be replaced by an unsteady solver. Other solver parameters were left unaltered. This 
change proved that the flow is in deed unsteady ( and not steady as was first assumed) for 
converged and realistic results were achieved. The results are presented in figure 3.1 by 
means of the stream function (kg/s). It takes one fluid partiele 0.009 s to travelalong the 
length of the geometry. After a little less than ten cycli the flow is fully developed and 
behaves like a steady flow with an unsteady character. So time step size is set to 10-3 s 
and the results presented are achieved after running a calculation with 100 timesteps, so 
t = 0.1 s. 

The following remarks can be made when a closer look is taken at the first flow field 
results. 

• after entrance the gas flow does not diverges in the direction of the walls 

• reversed outlet flow 

After the gas stream enters the partial oxidation burner the flow does not diverge to the 
walls. This is due to the high inlet speed in contrast with the dimensions of the burner. 
After the injection of the air in the gas stream oscillations can be observed that indicate 
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1 1 I . 

lt 

11 

Figure 3.1: Stream function (kg/ s) 

that the flow is becoming unstable. As mentioned before the inlet of the burner used 
in the experimental setup is constructed stepwise. It can be seen very clear from the 
calculations that the incoming gas flow is not influenced by the expansion of the burner 
after the inlet. Because the gas flow does not expand a beam of high velocity can be 
observed at the center of the burner. To encourage the flow to diverge and in that way 
creating a more uniform velocity distribution with a lower mean velocity the inlet is to be 
made divergent instead of stepwise. The expansion of the oxidation burner near the end 
of the geometry was implemented to create an area where recirculation will imprave the 
mixing of the unburned gas and the reaction products to reduce the tars in the gas to a 
maximum. Backflow is observed at the outlet of the burner geometry. This phenomenon 
is unwanted. Reversed flow can accumulate within the geometry and the flow parameters 
will be wrongly calculated. These errors will pile up and effect the results. The flow 
simulations are aimed at understanding the interaction of the injected air with the fuel 
flow. Therefore, the main attention will focus on the results in the interaction area. By 
constructinga convergent outlet the flow will be accelerated at the end to prevent backflow. 
The proposed alterabons have resulted in the creation and testing of different geometries. 
An overview of the examined geometries can beseen in figure 3.2. The flow results of all 
these geometries can be found in Appendix B. The dotted horizontal line represents the 
axis of rotational symmetry. The geometry used in the experiments functions as a starting 
point (see figure 3.2a). 

A closer look is taken to the angle of injection of the airflow into the gas stream. Cal
culations are clone with a perpendicular injection (see figure 3.2b) . Also a model with a 
nozzle placed under an angle of 45 degrees in the opposite direction of the main stream 
is examined, which is shown in figure 3.2c. Results show (see Appendix ??) that a nozzle 
placed perpendicular to the main gas flow will lead to instabilities. Injection opposite to 
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the examined geometries) 

the main stream direction also results in oscillating instabilities, although the instahilities 
are not as severe as were witnessed when the injection takes place perpendicular to the 
gas flow direction. Concluded is that the basic geometry should be equipped with an 
injection placed at an angle of 45° in the direction of the main flow. It has to be kept 
in mind that cambustion will take place near this position. When dealing with too much 
instahilities and disturbance it can well be possible that cambustion is not able to take 
place at all. The most disturbance of the main flow was observed when injecting the air 
perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. To examine this setting in more detail two vari
ations are constructed, one to observe the effect of the nonuniform velocity distribution 
over the diameter of the tube (see figure 3.2d) and the other to examine the effect of the 
lengthof the geometry (see figure 3.2e). To prevent backflow it is stated that insteadof 
a divergent outlet a convergent outlet should be modelled. Two convergent outiets with 
different angles of tapering are explored (see figure 3.2f and g). The constructed outlet 
with the sharpest angle of tapering results in a maximum in the velocity just before the 
outlet. To make sure that the flow is not obstructed an outlet that converges over a 
greater distance was created. The results of the flow field calculations performed with the 
geometries that were introduced and discussed are taken up in Appendix A. 

In this section the first flow field results were examined and the following alternations to 
the geometry were suggested. 

• divergent inlet 

• air injection in the direction of the main flow under an angle of 45° 

• convergent outlet to prevent backflow 

3.2 Basic Geometry 

Several adjustments were suggested insection 3.1. The velocity inlet profiles with constant 
values are now replaced with Poiseuille profiles. Also the inlet has undergone reconstruc-
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tion. First the velocity at t he air inlet was prescribed by a velocity in the axial direction 
and another in the radial direction. By t ilt ing the face of the inlet the velocity can now 
be applied normal to t he boundary itself. The result of these alternations can be seen in 
figure 3.3. A mesh is generated that consistsof 22.000 unstructured grid cells. 

~ir 

~~====~Th~~============ 

----· --. z 
Biogas 

"" B 
. Axis of symmetry 

Figure 3.3: as1c geometry 

The same solver settings are used that were discussed in section 3.1. The results and all 
boundary set tings can be viewed in figure 3.4. 

T he results show a recirculation zone just before the nozzle. This recirculation zone will 
play an important role in cambustion for in that area fuel and oxidizer is feeded to the 
flame front . The convergent out let has made an end to reversed flow and does not appear 
to be an obstruction for the flow. T he altered diverging gas inlet does not seem to have a 
great effect on the expansion of the main flow. 

This observation is supported by the following. When it is assumed that the flow out of a 
nozzle with radius bo is uniform with velocity vo and the ambient fluid is supposed to be 
at rest the spreading of the laminar jet b can be described as follows. [7] 

(3 .1) 

T he parameter l denotes the length of t he burner , namely 0.172 m. Using formula 3.1 it 
becomes clear that a jet with a velocity of 13.3 m/ s and a radius of 0.004 m will over a 
length of 0.172 m spread toa radius of 0.0055 m at the outlet of t he burner. This supports 
the observation of the gas stream not significantly spreading. Nevertheless, the sharp edges 
that were present due to the stepwise inlet are now removed from the geometry. For edges 
that are situated under small angles ( < 100°) are difficult to mesh and will locally result 
in poor results. 

3.3 Validation of the two dimensional results 

At this moment there is no experimental data available to support the numerical results 
that are presented in this research. The partial oxidation burner is unique in its design. To 
be certain that the presented results do reflect reality it is very important to validate them. 
This is done by examining t he flow results of the basic geometry when several parameters 
that are involved in the calculation process are altered. During previous simulations some 
were left on default settings, some were based on t rial and error, common sense and 
calculations that gave some insight in the achieved results. 
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Figure 3.4: Stream function (kg/ s) 

3.3 .1 Convergence 

Convergence denotes the approach to a definite value, an end solution. There are no 
universa! metrics for judging convergence. The main tool used in Fluent is the monitoring 
of residuals. Residuals depiet how the calculated salution of every parameter differs from 
the salution calculated during the previous iteration. On a computer with infinite precision 
residuals will go to zero as the salution converges. On an actual computer, the residuals 
decay to some small value ( round-off) and then stop changing (level out) . For single 
precision computations (the default for workstations and most computers), residuals can 
drop as many as six orders of magnitude befare hitting round-off. Usually residuals are 
prescribed between 10- 3 and 10-6 . The default settings used are presented in 3.1. Fluent 
uses different definitions for residuals depending on the variabie in question. So are there 
different expressions for continuity and momenturn variables [4]. It must be noted that 
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residuals do not always indicate a solution is converged. When a good initia! guess of the 
flow field is made the initia! continuity residual may be very smallleading to a large scaled 
residual for the continuity equation. So caution and common sense are always to be used 
in dealing with residuals. 

Table 3.1: Default residual settings 

I Residual I Convergence criterion 
Continuity 10 -;:i 

x-velocity w-3 
y-velocity w-3 
energy w-6 
02 w-3 
CH4 w-3 
H2 w-3 

Nitrogen is not present in table 3.1 for this specie is calculated by means of I:i Yi = 1. 
Because nitrogen is overall the specie that is most present and besides is also inert this 
specie was chosen to be calculated in this way. 

U nder-relaxation factors 

Because of the nonlinearity of the equation set being solved by Fluent, it is necessary to 
control the change of variabie </J. This is typically achieved by under-relaxation, which 
reduces the change of variabie <jJ produced during each iteration. In a simple form, the 
new value of the variabie within a cell depends upon the old value, <Pold , the computed 
change in <jJ, l:.<jJ, and the under-relaxation factor, a, as follows (see formula 3.2). 

(3.2) 

These factors are left on default settings during flow calculations for no convergence prob
lems occurred during these calculations. But during the modeHing of combustion these 
factors will appear to play a key role in achieving good results. Additional attention to 
these factors will be given in chapter 4 (see section 4.4). 

3.3.2 Iteration parameters 

The flow results confirm an unsteady flow character. A time step size of w-3 s was used 
during all previous calculations. This time step size was based on the fact that it would 
take 0.009 s for one fluid element to flow through the geometry from the gas inlet to the 
outlet. Tests pointed out that after 0.1 s no overall flow changes could be observed. This 
given will be further supported by data that will be presented later in this section. Several 
parameters will be varied to examine their influence on the achieved results. An overview 
is given in the following enumeration. 
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• Size of the time steps: 10-4, 10-3 and 10-2 s 

• Number of time steps, simulations will be run until the time 0.1 sis reached 

• An automatical save of the data will be executed at the times: 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 
and 0.1 s 

• Number of iterations per time step: default (20) and 40 

• Residuals will be kept at default (all residuals are set to 10-3, the residual of energy 
is set to 10-6 ) and will be lowered to 10-6 for each variabie 

• Calculation time will be registered for every simulation 

• Secoud order solver 

To examine the infiuence of the grid the alternations described above will be applied toa 
coarse grid (12.000 cells) and a fine grid (22.000 cells). The results that are obtained using 
the smallest time step of 10-4 s will be regarcled as the most accurate and will function 
as the reference case to which all other results will be tested. 

Grid 1 (12.000 cells) 

A summary of the simulations run using the basic geometry and a coarse grid of 12.000 grid 
cells can beseen in table 3.2. All calculations were dorre using the segregated solver. The 
simulations run with a time step size of 10-4 and 10-3 s are only run with 20 iteration steps 
per time step. The reasou for this is that after some 50 time steps the salution per time 
step converges and the number of iteration steps not need to be increased. Furthermore the 
residuals were only lowered for the smallest time step size and a secoud order calculation 
was only performed when using a time step size of 10-3 s. During all these calculations 
the gas stream velocity profile used was a parabalie profile, but the air velocity profile 
was still modelled as a constant. The alterations on the air inlet were performed later. 
When examining the finer grid with 22.000 grid cells (see section 3.3.2) the air injection 
is described by a parabalie velocity profile. 

Table 3.2: Overview of the simulations 

I Nr. I dt ni I residuals I 2nd order I tcalculation (min) I Convergence I 
1 10 -4 1000 20 default no 90 yes 
2 10-4 1000 20 all10-6 no 192 partial 
3 10-3 100 20 default no 30 yes 
4 10-3 100 20 default yes 20 yes 
5 10-2 10 20 default no 3 no 
6 10-2 10 40 default no 3 no 

Convergence was reached after 50 time steps for simulations 1 and 3. Simulations 5 
and 6 never converged per time step. During calculation 2 continuity did not converge 
for a residual value of 10-6 , the other parameters converged after 50 - 70 time steps 
after initialization. Partial convergence was reached when all residuals were lowered to 
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Figure 3.5: Locations examined over the hight of the geometry 

10-6 . For all varia bles, apart from continuity, convergence was reached. The residual of 
continuity did not decrease beyoud 10-5 . 

To judge the results of the calculations described in table 3.2 the velocity profile at two 
positions on the x-axis (the axis of symmetry) is examined (see figure 3.5). These two 
locations are important when examining the influence of the air injection into the main 
gas stream. The velocity field calculation done with a time step size of 10-4 s is considered 
to be the most exact. To judge the bigger time step sizes the root mean square (RMS) is 
used (see 3.3) with the results of calculation 1 as a reference. The RMS is a measure of 
the magnitude of a set of numbers, see formula 3.3. 

(3.3) 

The results are shown in figures 3.6 and 3. 7. The calculated RMS is set out on the y-axis 
and the time on the x-axis. 
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Figure 3.6: RMS at x = 75 mm 

0.1 

It can be observed from figure 3.6 that the usage of a time step size of 10-3 in stead of 
10-4 s does not influence the results too greatly at x= 75 mm. It is also noted that by 
using a time step in the order of two instead of three the calculation time decreases by a 
factor of two and a half. It is also shown that a time step size of 10-2 sis too big to achieve 
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sensible results, even if the number of iterations per time step is doubled. The assumption 
that a time scale of the order of three is sufficient in achieving good flow results is hereby 
proven valid. 
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Figure 3.7: RMS at x= 90 mm 
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The same conclusions that were made when regarding the RMS at different time steps with 
different time step sizes at x = 75 mm, can be made when examining the results at x = 
90 mm. A difference with the results at x= 75 mm is that accuracy is achieved somewhat 
later. Of course the flow enters x = 90 mm also somewhat later and the influence of the 
air injection also becomes more clear at this location what makes it a bit more difficult to 
solve the flow field at this point in comparison with the former location. 

Grid 2 (22.000 cells) 

The flow field results that were presented in figure 3.4 were achieved by using a finer grid 
that was used during the first calculations that were dorre with the basic geometry and 
which results were discussed in section 3.3.2. Also these results will have to be validated. 
In addition to the type of calculations that were run insection 3.3.2 (see table 3.2), also 
calculations up to a time of 0.2 s are run at different time step sizes. An overview of 
the executed calculations is presented in table 3.3. Sirree the usage of a time step size in 
the order of three has proven to be valid, additional calculations are run to ensure this 
assumption. 

Partial convergence was reached when all residuals were lowered to w-6 . For all variables, 
apart from continuity, convergence was reached. The residual of continuity did not decrease 
beyond the value of w-5. In figures ?? and ?? the results are presented. Again the results 
recorded when applying a time step size of w-4 s serve as a reference case to the rest of 
the calculations. 

What is noted immediately are the fluctuations in the RMS values. The previous calcu
lated RMS values decreased when time increased. The smaller this value is the better 
the resemblance with the reference results is. The comparison between the reference cal
culations and the calculations dorre with lowered residuals and a second order solver are 
presented in table . lt can be noted from the data in this table that the RMS values are 
in reference to the results of grid 1 higher. 
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I Nr. I dt 

1 10 -4 

2 10-4 

3 10-3 

4 10-3 

5 10-3 

6 10-3 

7 10-2 

8 10-2 

Table 3.3: Overview of the simulations 

I residuals I 2nd order I tcalculation (min) I Convergence I 
1000 default no 296 
2000 default no 504 
100 default no 71 
200 default no 102 

200-650 all at 10-6 no 179 
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Figure 3.9: RMS at x= 90 mm 
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A comparison between the results of both grid types will now be made by the means of 
the data presented in table 3.5. 
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Table 3.4: RMS of calculations 5 and 6 

I Nr. I x = 75 mm I x = 90 mm I 
I 5 I 2.51-10 

1 I 2.52-10 
1 I 

6 1.64·10-1 1.73·10-1 

Table 3.5: Comparison of RMS values of the two grid types 

Grid 1 

dt x(mm) RMSt=O.ls RMSt=0.2s tcalc-0.1 (min) tcalc-0.2 (min) 
10-::l 75 3.10·10-:l - 30 -
10-2 75 5.71·10-2 - 3 -
10-3 90 2.53·10-2 - 30 -
10-2 90 1.11·10-1 - 3 -
Grid 2 

dt x(mm) RMSt=0.1s RMSt=0.2s tcalc-O.l tcalc-0.2 
10-3 75 1.14·10 -l 1.7·10 -.:l 71 102 
10-2 75 2.29·10-1 8.7·10-2 5 10 
10-3 90 1.41·10-1 2.15·10-3 71 102 
10-2 90 5.46·10-1 1.08·10-1 5 10 

It can be said that the results that were achieved with grid 1 are more steady in the sense 
that by increasing the time step size the numerical most accurate solution can be reached 
with lesser iterations. Grid 2 consists of almost two times the amount of grid cells than 
grid 1 which results logically in an increase in calculation time. By refining the grid more 
detailed flow phenomena can be simulated. This unsteady behavior can also be observed 
in the RMS results of grid 2. In figure 3.10 the velocity profiles at x = 75 mm of grid 2 
are plotted for the different executed calculations. At the time of 0.1 s a similar trend in 
the velocity can be distinguished. But when taking the simulation in account when use 
was made of the secoud order solver and the one where all residuals were lowered no real 
trend, in regard with the calculations done with the time step sizes 10-1 , 10-2 and 10-3, 
can be distinguished anymore. The cause can probably be found in the fact that these 
two calculations took many iterations which led the physical time to 0.65 s respectively 
0.66 s. Because of the unsteady character the related results are most likely snapshots of 
the flow at the two depicted cross-sections. 

The numerical stability of two grids, one with 12.000 and the other with 22.000 grid cells, 
were analyzed by camparing their RMS values taking the calculations that were done with 
the smallest time step size as a reference. From hereon we will assume that a time step 
of 10-3 is sufficient to achieve accurate flow results. A comparison was made between the 
RMS values and the calculation times of both grids. It was showed that more accurate 
(in respect to the reference results) results could be achieved with the use of grid 1, but 
that grid 2 detects smali-scale flow phenomena. The finer grid unveiled a time dependent 
behavior reflecting in the results. So why no refine the grid any further? Because this 
would lead to an increase in calculation time which is not acceptable. In the following 
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Figure 3.10: Velocity profile at x = 75 mm of several calculations 

section additional research is conducted concerning the time dependency that became clear 
in the results presented in this section. 
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3.4 Time dependent behavior 

Three points are defined within the basic burner geometry (grid type 2) where the absolute 
velocity magnitude will beregistered duringa period of time (see figure 3.11). Tests will 
be conducted with a time step size of 10- 3 , 10- 4 and 10- 5 s. The period of time will be 
equal to 0.2 s. 

Figure 3.11: Location of the points 

The results at the three different positions showed the similar trends. Therefor, only the 
results at position three will be presented and discussed. The results are presented in 
figure 3.12 
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Figure 3.12: Average velocity magnitude at position 3 

When examining the results achieved with a time step size of 10-3 an oscillating behavior 
is noticed. The Strouhal number is a dimensionless number descrihing oscillating flow 
mechanisms (see formula 3.4). 
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S 
_ FL 

r-
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(3.4) 

The parameter F represents the frequency, L the charaderistic length and v the velocity. 
The frequency of the oscillating velocity magnitude is equal to 180 Hz. As a charaderistic 
length the diameter of the gas inlet is chosen. The gas flow velocity is used to represent 
the velocity at position 3. Substituting these values into formula 3.4 a Strouhal number 
of 0.11 is determined. When the time step is reduced with a factor ten no oscillations 
can be observed. The calculated velocity magnitude is also smaller. To rule out that the 
oscillations that were observed are caused by numerical factors an additional calculation 
is done with a time step size of 10-5 . Because of the increase in calculation time, the 
calculation is performed until a physical time of 0.1 sis reached. Surprisingly, the results 
show the same oscillations with the same frequency but with a bigger amplitude. The 
mean velocity magnitude can be found at the same level as the results achieved with a 
time step size of 10-3 . A direct explanation for this phenomenon is not yet been found. 
Therefor, additional research is needed to further examine the results presented here. 
What can be concluded from figure 3.12 is that after a physical time of 0.08 s the flow is 
fully developed for all examined time step sizes. 
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Chapter 4 

Cambustion 

In this chapter cambustion is modelled with the main goal to localize the flame front in 
the partial oxidation burner. First a suitable model descrihing cambustion is presented 
and discussed. Software limitations prevent that this model can be applied to laminar 
flow cases. So the applicability of turbulence models is investigated. A testcase burner is 
constructed to tackle any cambustion modeHing problems. The cambustion results of the 
partial oxidation burner will be presented, discussed and validated. 

4.1 Non-premixed cambustion 

The supply of fuel and air are separate streams and cambustion will only occur where 
fuel and air meet. In other words, the cambustion in the burner is characterized as non
premixed combustion. The diffusion and mixing of the two streams will have to bring the 
reactants tagether for chemcial reactions to occur. 

It must be noted that there is no knowledge available to model the cambustion process 
according to local reaction models. As was stated earlier the main reason for modeHing 
cambustion in this research is to gain insight in the location of the flame front. It is 
believed that, if necessary, by relocating the flame front tar cracking will occur more 
efficiently. If it can be assumed that where the fuel and the air are mixed in stoichiometrie 
proportion the flame front will be situated no knowledge of local chemistry is needed. A 
model that fits these requirements and is available within the used CFD software package 
is the mixed-is-burned model, also known as the flame sheet approximation. 

4.1.1 Mixed-is-burned model 

One of the major theoretica! tools in non-premixed cambustion is the passive scalar mix
ture fraction which plays a key role in most of the numerical methods in non-premixed 
cambustion (see formula 4.1 [6]), like the Mixed-is-Burned model. 

J = Yju - Yax/ S + Yax,o/ S 

YJu,O + Yax,o/ S 
( 4.1) 

The subscript o denotes the oxidizer and fuel fraction at their inlet. The mixture fraction 
measures the extent of mixing between two streams. It is assumed that all species within 
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each stream diffuse at the same rate (constant Di',m)· Examining formula 4.1 f = 1 in 
the fuel stream and f = 0 in the air stream. Mixed-is-burned assumes that the chemistry 
is infinitely fast and irreversible, with fuel and oxidant species never coexisting in space 
and complete one-step conversion to final products. This description allows species mass 
fractions to be determined directly from the given reaction stoichiometry, with no reaction 
rate or chemical equilibrium information required. This simple system description yields 
straight line relationships between the species mass fractions and the mixture fraction, as 
shown in figure 4.1. 

0 

I 
'· I .. 

Y .d. '· I ,... oXI l::,.er ' ./ ... .. 
f,, Mixture fraction f 

Figure 4.1: Mixed-is-burned working principle 

The temperature will be highest if the reactants are at stoichiometrie proportions. This 
will happen when Yfu = Yox/ s. Hence, the stoichiometrie mixture fraction determines 
where the reaction occurs and is given by the following formula (see formula 4.3). 

f 
_ Yox,o/s 

st-
Yju,O + Yox,o/ s 

(4.2) 

The stoichiometrie mixture fraction of the research model can be calculated using the 
mass fractions that were presented in section 2.3.2. 

(4.3) 

The stoichiometrie ratio s is the ratio of air to fuel that is needed to fully combust the 
fuel. This ratio is determined by a global reaction model in which both the methane and 
the hydrogen are fully converted into carbondioxide and water-vapor. The molar ratio of 
methane and hydrogen is fixed within the injected biogas. The global reaction model in 
molar units can now be formulated as follows. 

( 4.4) 
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Nitrogen is leftout of this model for it is an inert gas. After rewriting the global reaction 
model into mass units the following could be concluded. To burn 1 kg of mixture of 
methane and hydragen 5.2 kg of oxygen is needed. So the stoichiometrie ratio s is equal 
to 5.2. Substituting this value into formula 4.3 results in a stoichiometrie mixture fraction 
of 0.424. 

The stoichiometrie ratio s is based on mass fractions and only the combustibles, methane 
and hydrogen, and oxygen are taken into account. In the burner biogas, which contains a 
considerate amount of nitrogen, and air are present. A molar stoichiometrie ratio which 
includes the nitrogen present is also calculated This stoichiometrie ratio Sm ( = MMa.ir ) 

b~ogas 

is equal to 1.028. The parameter sm will be used to determine the air factor À. The 
parameter À is defined as the ratio of the air and fuel in the actual situation divided by 
the ratio of the air and the fuel in the stoichiometrie situation [3]. 

( air ) 
À = jüë[ actual 

( atr ) 
fuel stoich 

(4.5) 

To determine the air factor both volume flows are used. Two situations will be examined, 
namely the conditions of the experiments and the conditions of the 2D axisymmetric 
model. The major difference between these two settings is that during the simulation air 
is injected through a erevice instead of the seven nozzles which are used in the experimental 
setup. In table 4.1 the different volume flows and the calculated air factors are presented. 
During this calculation the above determined Sm was used to determine ( ;~:z) stoich. 

Table 4.1: Air factors 

I Experimental setting I Volume flow (ms) I À(-) I 
I A~r I 1.36·10 : I 0.2 I 
_ Bwgas _ 6.67·10 _ _ 

I Simulation setting I I 

I ~::gas I :.:/1°;
44 I o.

6 I 

During experiments an air factor of 0.2 is regulated, which has been used in the experi
ments [5]. In the model air is injected through a erevice with the same flow velocity as in 
the experiments which results in a higher air factor. So the flame front will probably be 
stretched a bit further in the direction of the outlet of the burner because more oxygen is 
present. 

In this section all parameters necessary to model cambustion according to a mixed-is
burned model were examined and determined. Also other parameters, like the air factor À, 
that give more insight in the investigated cambustion process were determined. However, 
the CFD software implementation requires that the flow is turbulent [4]. As was stated 
earlier in chapter 2 the numerical character of the flow is mainly laminar. Although 
no direct reason for this limitation within the mixed-is-burned model could be found it 
is presumably coupled with the turbulent diffusion coefficient. In laminar flows diffusion 
takes place at a molecular level. All different species show different diffusive behavior which 
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is described by binary diffusion coefficients. When dealing with turbulent flows diffusion 
takes places at a macroscopie level and can therefor be described by an overall diffusion 
coefficient. This makes the mixed-is-burned model easier to implementon turbulent flows. 

For the mixed-is-burned model remains to be the most fit cambustion model for the stated 
research the influence of a turbulence model on the flow will be examined. Although the 
flow is numerically described very well by a laminar model, theoretically t he flow is situated 
in the transient region between laminar and turbulent. So maybe a turbulent model can 
also describe the flow, with the main benefit being the usage of a mixed-is-burned model 
to simulate combustion. 

4.2 Standard k - E model 

Turbulent flows are characterized by fluctuating velocity fields. These fluctuations mix 
transported quantities such as momentum, energy, and species concentration, and cause 
the transported quantities to fluctuate as well. Since these fluctuations can be of small 
scale and high frequency, they are too computationally expensive to simulate directly in 
practical engineering calculations. Instead, the instantaneous (exact) governing equations 
can be t ime-averaged, ensemble-averaged, or otherwise manipulated to remave the small 
scales, resulting in a modified set of equations that are computationally less expensive to 
solve. However , the modified equations contain additional unknown variables, and turbu
lence models are needed to determine these variables in terms of known quantities. The 
simplest "complete" modelsof turbulence are two-equation modelsin which the salution of 
two separate transport equations allows the turbulent velocity and length scales to be in
dependently determined. The standard k- E model within this class of turbulence models 
has become the workhorse of practical engineering flow calculations. It is a semi-empirica! 
model based on model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k and its 
dissipation rate E. [4] 

When examining the results presented in figure 4.2 it can be concluded that t he gas 
flow does not contain enough kinetic energy to propagate through the burner geometry. 
It seems like the main stream 'feels' an obstruction created by the injected air stream 
through the crevice. As a result the main stream seems to be pressed to the walls of the 
geometry and because of this major divergence of the gas flow the velocity of the flow 
drops severely. As was stated earlier the flow character lies in a transient region between 
the laminar and the turbulent regime. The fast rate of energy dissipation indicates that 
the standard k - E model is not applicable here because the character of the flow is not 
turbulent 'enough' . This also is the case for other turbulence models like the realizable 
k - E model. Many simulations have been run, but no successful results were achieved. 
It was already stated in chapter 2 that the Reynolds numbers of the two flows probably 
would be too small to apply turbulent models. 

So it is not possible to apply the mixed-is-burned model to our burner geometry. An 
alternative cambustion model that fits the stated requirements will have to be found. The 
model that describes cambustion in laminar flowsin the most simple and basic manner is 
the laminar finite rate model. 
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Figure 4.2: Stream function (kg/ s) - standard k- E model 

4.3 Laminar finite rate model 

When dealing with non-premixed cambustion in a laminar flow the only possibility avail
able within the CFD software Pluent is the laminar finite rate model. This cambustion 
model computes the chemical souree terms using Arrhenius expressions, and ignores the 
effects of turbulent fiuctuations. To model laminar combustion, species transport is to 
be extended with a term describing the net rate of production by chemical reaction (see 
formula 4.6). 

(4.6) 

The net souree of chemical species i due to reaction Si is computed as the sum of the 
Arrhenius reaction sourees over the nR reactions that the species participate in. 

nR 

si = Mi .L: s~,i (4.7) 
r=l 

s;, i represents the Arrhenius molar rate of creation/ destruction of species i in reaction 
r. Wh en assumed that the reactions are irreversible the following can be stated. 
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(4.8) 

In formula 4.8 nr stands for the number of chemica! species in reaction r, Cj,r describes 
the molar concentration of each reactant and product species j in reaction r and 'fJ;,r 
represents the forward rate exponent for each reactant and product speciesjin reaction r. 
The forward rate constant for reaction r, described by kr,J, is computed by Fluent using 
the Arrhenius expression. The Arrhenius equation is a simple, but remarkably accurate, 
formula for the temperature dependenee of a chemica! reaction rate. Arrhenius argued that 
in order for reactants to be transformed into products, they first needed to acquire enough 
energy to form an "activated complex". This minimum energy is called the activation 
energy Ea for a reaction. The Arrhenius expression can be described as follows. 

(4.9) 

In formula 4.9 the parameter Ar stands for the pre-exponential factor which is determined 
empirically and is specific for a particular reaction. Described by f3r is the temperature 
exponent. As opposed to the mixed-is-burned model knowledge of local chemica! reactions 
is indeed needed when using the laminar finite rate approach. For detailed chemistry 
modeHing is not the main goal of the research the following assumptions are made. 

• Location of the flame front is independent of local chemistry 

• Chemistry is assumed to befast and irreversible such that mixed-is-burned remains 
valid 

For it is assumed that the location of the flame front is independent of local chemistry 
cambustion is modelled by using the global reaction model that was presented in formula 
4.4. For the laminar fini te ra te model requires more detailed information of the cambustion 
additional parameters will have to be estimated. An overview of all parameters and their 
value is given in table 4.2. 

All stoichiometrie coefficients originate from the global reaction model. The forward rate 
exponent has been chosen 1 for all reactants. These rate exponents are empirically deter
mined parameters that indicate the willingness of species to react with one and another. 
It is assumed that the chance of reaction is constant, anywhere there is fuel and oxidizer. 
The chemistry is irreversible and therefor are all backward rate exponents 'fJ'J,r equal to 
zero. The pre-exponential factor, the activation energy and the temperature exponent are 
left on default settings. 

First simulations showed several problems. Tostart cambustion a temperature is imposed 
on a space that was specially constructed for this purpose within the geometry. Ignition 
in reality is created in the same way, by placing a hot wire in a combustible mixture. 
All boundary conditions were applied to a fully developed flow situation. By introducing 
a high temperature locally, which results in combustion, a sudden shock is imposed on 
the flow situation. During the first calculations no convergence could be established. 
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Table 4.2: Parameters defining the reaction 

Total number of reactions 
Reaction type 

I Reactant 

I Product 

I StmchiOmetnc coefficient o~,r 

I 

3.~3 
3.67 

1 

I Stoichiometrie coefficient o~:r 

I 

1 
5.33 

1 

Pre-exponential factor 
Activation energy (j jkgmol) 
Temperature exponent 

1 
Volumetrie 

Forward rate exponent rJt,r 

1 
1 
1 
0 

I Backward rate exponent '11'/,r 

I ~ 
1Qlû 

10° 
0 

When cambustion could be achieved for a short time the flow shows extreme instability 
and after several time steps the temperature slowly drops and queuehing occurs. When 
examining formula 4.9 it can be noted that small changes in the temperature T can lead 
to big changes in the entire souree term. The forward rate constant can be noted as 
a mathematica! unstable relation. This explains the strong fluctuating results and the 
inability of reaching a converged result. 

Because of the unsteady character of the flow and the additional complications, like finding 
the best way to ignite the mixture, a testcase burner is constructed. This burner is designed 
to tackle the encountered problems and to validate the assumption that the theory of 
mixed-is-burned is still valid. 

4.4 Testcase 

To tackle the problems that occurred during the first cambustion simulations a testcase is 
constructed. In this testcase an air and gas flow are brought tagether under stoichiometrie 
conditions. The two flows enter a simple 2D axisymmetrical geometry with the same flow 
speed and direction ( see figure 4. 3). The dimensions are stated in millimeters. 

The two flows enter the simple burner geometry separated by a small wall with a length 
of 10 mm. As within the partial cambustor non-premixed cambustion is to be modelled. 
Diffusive mixing takes place and after the flow is developed the mixture is ignited just 
above the dividing wall. In previous calculations an ignition area was created within the 
grid which was initialized by a temperature to start combustion, so-called patching. If 
this area was to be repositioned the entire geometry and grid had to be recreated, this 
was a very time-consuming process. During the construction of the testcase it has come 
clear that it is also possible to create a region within the grid using the grid adaption 
option of Fluent. In this way an ignition region is very easy to reposition and can be 
patched in the same way as a newly created fluid zone. At first no steady cambustion 
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Figure 4.3: Modelled testcase burner 

situation could be established. The flame was unable to maintain itself and it was noticed 
more than once that t he flame front t ravels out of the burner. For a flame to stabilize it 
needs a posit ion to attach itself, a position where t he flow veloeit ies are near to zero and 
where fuel and oxidizer are present . From simulations it was noted that chemistry was 
mainly t aking place just after the dividing wall that separated t he both flows at the inlet . 
When examining this area in detail it was noted that after this wall only one grid cell was 
present. Local grid adapt ion was used to refine this area (see figure 4.4). After refinement 
a steady converged salution could be achieved . The solution, of locally refining the grid to 
makesure the flame can find a point of attachment , appears to be very afterwards. Again 
the importance of a well-designed grid is emphasized . 

Air 

Biogas 

Dividing wall 

Figure 4.4: Local grid adaption 

Before cambustion was realized a cold case was run. So cambustion is st arted when the 
flow is fully developed. Within this fully developed flow an area is init ialized with a 
temperature of 1800 K. This deviation in comparison with the state within the burner 
outside this area imposes a stress on the solver. To control the salut ion procedure the 
under-relaxation factors t hat were discussed earlier in section 3.3.1 play an important 
role. An overview of the settings of these factors can be seen in table 4.3 

About half way during the salut ion process t he under-relaxation factors are increased. 
They are not always changed back to their default setting of 1 (for most of t he parameters 
the default set t ing is equal to 1) at once. Al tering these salution parameters occurs slowly 
during the convergence process. There are no guidelines for manual adapting these factors. 
By t rial-and-error the direct and indirect influence of t he under relaxation factors has been 
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Table 4.3: Under-relaxation factors 

Parameter I Cold case I Hot case start I Hot case end I 
Pressure 0.3 0.15 0.3 
Density 1.0 0.5 1.0 
Body Forces 1.0 0.5 1.0 
Momenturn 0.7 0.35 0.7 
Species 1.0 0.6 1.0 
Energy 1.0 0.2 0.5 

optimized. 

A filled contour plot of the temperature is presented in figure 4.5. The location of the 
fiame front can be recognized by the areas where the highest temperature is present. In 
the following section the results are analyzed and assumptions that were made during the 
modeHing phase will be validated. 
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Figure 4.5: Cambustion results of the testcase burner 

4.4.1 Validation of testcase results 

For knowledge of the actual chemistry taking place is scarce, the assumption was made 
that the location of the fiame front is independent of the introduced chemistry. This 
assumption implied t hat the theory behind the mixed-is-burned model is still valid. In 
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this section this assumpt ion will be put to the test. The mixture fraction in terms of t he 
present fuel components can be described as follows (formula 4.10) . 

(4.10) 

The stoichiometrie coefficient s is the mass ratio of oxygen to fuel ( the summation of the 
mass fractions of metharre and hydrogen) which is required for stoichiometrie combustion. 
T his coefficient is 5.2 and t he con esponding stoichiometrie mixture fraction is equal to 
0.424. Both fiows enter the test geometry at the same temperature of 300 K. The only 
parameter missing to construct the path described by the mixed-is-burned theory (see 
figure 4.1 ) is t he adiabatic fiame temperature. This temperature can be determined using 
the following relation. 

(4.11) 

The difference in enthalpy when regarding the fuel/ air mixture before and after cambus
tion is equal to the enthalpy t hat is released during combustion. The released enthalpy is 
used to heat the present gases and the temperature contours are determined by the specific 
heat coeffi.cient e.p. A phenomenon that is nottaken into account in formula 4.11 is that Cp 

increases substant ially with temperature. As a result the adiabatic fiame temperature will 
be overestimated . Somers [2] has laid down the coefficients of polynomial fi ts describing 
the specific heat coeffi.cient Cp , dependent on temperature, for several species. These fits 
are based on experimental data of the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technol
ogy) . An initial guess had to be int roduced to a mathematica! loop that was constructed 
in Matlab. An adiabatie fi ame temperature of 1710 K was determined. Addit ional calcu
lations were performed by van Oijen [1] with the use of ChemKin. Basedon equilibrium 
calculations an adiabatie fiame temperature of 1800 K was determined by van Oijen [1]. 
So a mean adiabatic fiame temperature of 1760 K will be assumed. Fluent also presents 
an option to involve a temperature dependent ep , discussed earlier in section 2.3.3. In 
figure 4.6 a scat terplot is presented of the temperature versus the mixture fraction within 
the simple burner geometry t hat was presented at the start of this section . Every point 
depiets the temperature value with the corresponding mixture fraction of a node. The red 
line indicates the theoretica! linear mixed-is-burned course of the temperature T versus 
the mixture fraction f( see section 4.1.1). 

It was stated earlier that at f = 0 only oxygen and at f = 1 only fuel is present . As 
is expected by theory the maximum temperature is found within the testcase burner at 
f s = 0.424. It can be noted that there is quite a difference between the determined 
Tadiabatic of Somers and van Oijen and the Tadiabatic that was calculated by Fluent. T his 
difference is indicated by the blue arrow in figure 4.6 . A possible reason for this difference 
is that convergence was reached when in reality no actual equilibrium st ate was reached 
within the burner. The t ime step size involved with cambustion is two orders smaller 
than the applied time step size during flow calculations. Because of the mathematica! 
unstable forward rate constant the under-relaxation factor that controls the change in 
energy within the model is kept low to cont rol the calculation process. This results in 
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Figure 4.6: Temperature vs. mixture fraction 

an extreme low rate of temperature change within the burner. Additional calculations 
will be discussed and presented in section 4.6. A second anomaly can be detected at the 
fuel side (f = 1) and is indicated by the green arrow. In the mixed-is-burned theory it 
is assumed that the Lewis number is equal to one. The Lewis number is a dimensionless 
number approximating the ratio of mass diffusivity and thermal diffusivity (see formula 
4.12) . 

k 
Le=-

pcpD 
(4.12) 

Since the diffusion coefficient is dependent on the specie so is the Lewis number. In sectien 
2.3.3 the settings of the physical properties were discussed. The thermal conductivity k 

was left out of that analysis and its settings were left on default (k = constant). The 
diffusion coefficient D is determined per specie according to kinetic theory and locally 
mass-mean averaged. The specific heat coefficient Cp is dependent of temperature and is 
also determined per specie and locally mass-mean averaged. Density p is computed by 
means of the ideal gas law. Results have shown that the Lewis number within the burner 
is indeed not equal to one, but is varying between the 0.3 and 1.8. The fact that on the 
oxygen side the same effect is visible but in comparison to a limited extent is the result 
of the species present. Because most properties are determined by mass-mean averaging 
errors are likely to occur which becomes visible in the Lewis number. In reality these 
errors do not indicate that the Lewis number in the burner is equal to one. It is just not 
possible to determine this. What can be concluded is that the difference indicated by the 
green arrow in the scatterplot is the result of the Lewis number not being equal to one. 

In this section the parameters were set for the salution process and the results were tested 
by means of the mixed-is-burned model. The main two differences were discussed and 
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analyzed. T he fact that the adiabatic fiame temperature is overestimated by Fluent has to 
do with the results being converged numerically and not yet physically. T he Lewis number 
appears to be unequal to one which causes the curve to bend inwards in comparison with 
the linear course that is followed by the mixture fract ion f. It must be stated that , aside 
of the differences that were discussed , the results show good conneetion to the theory 
that was discussed insection 4.1.1. The knowledge t hat was gained during the work with 
the testcase burner will be used to tackle the computational/physical problems that were 
encountered during the first cambustion simulations with the partial cambustor model. 

4.5 Final cambustion results 

In this section the final cambustion results of the partial oxidation burner will be presented 
and discussed. The samesettings that were used during the calculations with the testcase 
will be utilized. The region where the two fiows meet, justafter the recirculation zone at x 
= 75 mm, is chosen as the location where ignition it to take place. For it is expected that 
near the recirculation zone(s) cambustion will be able to contain itself. This ignition region 
is circular shaped and has a diameter of 2 mm. The region is patched with a temperature 
of 1800 K and the species methane, hydragen and oxygen are set to zero . The reaction 
products, carbon-dioxide and water vapor, are set totheir maximum values. T hese values 
are the mass fractions of both species that are present under stoichiometrie conditions. 
The under-relaxation factors are lowered in the same way as was done during the ignition 
of the biogas/ air mixture in the testcase. In figure 4. 7 the results are presented. A contour 
plot can beseen of the temperature and the mixture fraction within the burner. 

Temperature (K) Mixture fraction (·) 
2.08e+03 1.00e+00 
1.99e+03 9.50e-01 
1.90e+03 9.00e-01 
1.81e+03 8.50e-01 
1.72e+03 8.00e-01 
1.63e+03 7.50e-01 
1.54e+03 ?.OOe-01 
1.45e+03 6.50e-01 
1.37e+03 6.00e-01 
1.28e+03 5.50e-01 
1.1 9e+03 S.OOe-01 
1.1 0e+03 4.50e-01 
1.01e+03 3.99e-01 
9.20e+02 3.49e-01 
8.31e+02 2.99e-01 
7.41e+02 2.49e-01 
6.52e+02 1.99e-01 
5.63e+02 1.49e-01 
4.74e+02 9.93e-02 
3.85e+02 4.93e-02 
2.95e+02 -7.36e-04 

Figure 4.7: Cambustion results 

T he calculated maximum temperature, t he adiabatic fiame temperature, is equal to 2080 
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K. Again the determined flame temperature is overestimated. The peak temperatures 
that were determined for both burner are nat equal. If they were similar the explanation 
ought to be found in the reaction modelor in other model-related properties like salution 
parameters or the physical properties settings. This does nat imply that certain rnadelling 
features do no influence the results. Even the salution process is influenced by the im
plemented rnadelling features like for example the boundary conditions.After a thorough 
examination of the current cambustion results additional attention will be paid to this 
issue. 
On the lefthand si de of figure 4. 7 it is noticed that the flame front stretch es until the 
outlet of the burner. Sirree air is injected through a erevice almast 3 times as much air 
is injected in comparison with the executed experiments. The air factor .À in the model 
is equal to 0.6 in stead of the value of 0.2 which is used in the experiments. This was 
discussed earlier in section 4.1.1. For there is more air present, the flame front stretches 
out further than it would in reality. To determine the real length of the flame front a 
3D model should be constructed of one part of the burner. A single nozzle would do, in 
other words, one-seventh of the burner. Because of the additional complexity which comes 
along with 3D rnadelling and time of this research being limited such a model will nat be 
constructed. It is expected that in reality cambustion will end sooner within the burner. 
The recirculation zones that were detected during cold flow simulations in chapter 3 are 
again visible in the temperature contour plot. By means of recirculation the enthalpy 
which is created on the flame front is transported. The heat now slowly is transported to 
the entrance of the burner. This is clearly visible in figure 4. 7. On the righthand side the 
mixture fraction within the partial cambustor can be seen. As was established earlier is 
equal to 0.424. The influence of the recirculation area befare the air inlet is again visible. 
The mixture fraction in this area ranges between 0.5 and 0.7. The consequence of this 
will be discussed later on in this section. To validate the location of the flame front and 
the mixed-is-burned assumption a comparison is made between the location of the stoi
chiometrie mixture fraction (-) and the Arrhenius rate of reaction (kgmol m-3ç 1). The 
results are shown in figure 4.8. 

J l. 
\ 

Figure 4.8: Comparison between fs and the Arrhenius rate of reaction 
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The parameter fs indicates where the fiame front should be located according to the 
mixed-is-burned theory. The rate of reaction indicates where, according to the laminar 
finite rate model, reactions are taking place. The location of the main fiame front which 
stretches from the air nozzle to the outlet according to the two models (mixed-is-burned 
and laminar fini te ra te) appears to be similar. This indicates that in locating the main 
fiame front location , in t his case, is independent of the implemented reaction model. 
When examining the two figures further it can be noticed that there is a second front 
where reactions are taking place. The temperature plot shown in figure 4. 7 is a snapshot 
at a certain time. Simulations have shown that the temperature of the area before the 
air nozzle heats up very slowly. Before ignition took place the entire burner was filled 
with a combustible mixture. Because the temperature is now slowly rising in this area 
reactions are taken place on the interface of the cold mixture and the heated mixture. 
Full cambustion has not yet taken place. But it is possible that this will happen when the 
enthalpy within this area is high enough to overcome the activat ion energy. But because of 
t he small time step size of 10- 5 the calculation time will increase enormously to actually 
simulate this. According to the mixture fraction, which ranges between 0.5 and 0.7 in 
this region temperature ought to rise higher than is indicated by the laminar finite rate 
model. This can also be concluded from figure 4.9. In this figure the local temperature 
is plotted against the local mixture fraction. Besides from the peak temperature being 
overestimated (see the blue arrow in figure 4.9) a cloud of points can be detected on the 
fuel side (f = 1) which could not be detected in the testcase (see figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.9: Temperature vs. mixture fraction 

According to mixed-is-burned theory the temperature should locally be higher. Especially 
in the area of recirculation where the mixture fractions vary between 0.5 and 0.7. In the 
Arrhenius expressions, amongst other parameters, the activation energy 'decides' when 
ignition takes place. A certain energy harrier will have to be overcome to establish com
bustion. The mixed-is-burned model does not take this into account. When a mixture of 
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fuel and oxidizer is present reactions will occur, no matter what, accompanied by a related 
temperature. This is a crucial difference between these two cambustion approaches. It is 
not clear what exactly happens in the recirculation area before the air inlet . The activa
tion energy, which determines if cambustion takes place, is dependent of many factors and 
at this moment can only be determined experimentally or empirically. In other words, to 
make any sensible conclusions concerning that particular area of the burner full knowledge 
of the chemistry involved is required. Since that knowledge is not available at this time 
mere speculations can be made. It can be concluded that in localizing the flame front 
the application of the laminar-finite-rate modelleads to satisfactory results . Cambustion 
results have shown that the position of the main flame front is in good agreement with 
the mixed-is-burned theory. In the following section additional calculations are presented 
in order to examine the overestimation of the adiabatic flame temperature. 

4.6 Overestimation of the adiabatic flame t emperature 

It became clear that the cambustion results of the partial oxidation burner were physically 
not yet converged. The temperature in the recirculation zone before the air inlet was still 
rising. Cambustion had not yet taken place in that region. In this section the results 
of additional calculations that reach further into the physical time are presented. The 
adiabatic flame temperature is regarcled as the maximum temperature present within 
the burner. The facet maximum static temperature will be registered in regard to the 
time steps. The results are presented in figure 4.10. Since a surface can be arbitrarily 
positioned in the domain, the value of a variable at each data point is obtained by linear 
interpolation of node values. These successive interpolations can lead to small errors in 
the surface integration reports. 
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Figure 4.10: Facet maximum static temperature versus time 
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To compare the time scale, it took about 0.1 s to establish a fully developed flow within 
the burner. The adiabatic fiame temperature is calculated to be 1948 K. The temperature 
registered in figure 4.10 is somewhat higher, but this is due to interpolation errors. During 
the calculation process the time step size has been changed several times from w- 5 to 
w-4 s. This was done to speed up certain processes that were witnessed. It has been put 
forward that the temperature of the recirculation zone was slowly rising and that it could 
be possible that cambustion would take place there in the future. Additional calculations 
have verified this. The peak in figure 4.10 shows the ignition of the recirculation zone. 
After cambustion takes place in this region all combustibles that were present before 
ignition have been converted to carbondioxide and water vapor. It is now possible to 
set all under-relaxation factors including the one cantrolling the energy to default values. 
This was not possible before. Any alterations to these factors would cause instability 
of the calculation process. The second reaction front that was visible in the previous 
cambustion results (see figure 4.8)is not present anymore . In figure 4.11 the scatterplot of 
the temperature versus the mixture fraction can be seen. 
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Figure 4.11 : Temperature vs. mixture fraction 

The effect of the Lewis number being unequal to one is still visible. The cloud of points 
representing the heating up of the recirculation zone in the previous scatterplot (see figure 
4.9) has partly dissolved. The gap between the determined adiabatic fiame temperature 
and the calculated peak temperature is now decreased. It has now been established that 
the results that were presented earlier were results that showed numerical but no physical 
convergence. The cambustion phenomena that were discussed in this section show the 
complexity of modelling cambustion without any knowledge of the chemical kinetics. The 
laminar finite rate model gave satisfactory results after additional calculations in locating 
t he fiame front within the partial combustor. 
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Chapter 5 

Alternative burner 

Request for additional research concerning a burner, other than the partial oxidation 
burner, came from van der Hoeven [5]. In this chapter a new burner geometry is intro
duced. Flow and cambustion results will be presented and discussed. Modelling features 
concerning flow and cambustion are set in the same way as was dorre for the partial com
bustor. Solver options will also remain the same. The laminar finite rate model is used to 
model cambustion and the same reaction model which was discussed in section 4.3 will be 
implemented. A new geometry model will be constructed and boundary conditions will be 
created. For the time of this research is limited the results will not be numerically verified. 

5.1 New burner geometry 

A schematic overview of the burner can beseen in figure 5.1. Biogas enters the burner at 
the lefthand side. About halfway air is injected in the middle of the main gas stream in 
the burner. Part of the biogas enters a second tube with the injected air. The conditions 
within this part of the burner (the inner tube) are designed to be equal to À = 1. The 
overall air factor À of the new burner remains to be 0.2. 

Swirl activator «m«VV/VVVV«Vfitvtt«V<u()<j:;w::::::: 
(?_) unburned 

::::::~~~;~:00 3 ]5 Q) Biogas 

Swirl activator 

Air 

Figure 5.1: Alternative burner geometry 

The unburned biogas that flows through the outer tube is led through swirl activators just 
before the reaction products and the unburned biogas come tagether again. By activating 
swirl within the unburned gas flow the mixing process between the reaction products 
and the unburned biogas is stimulated. Sirree the main concept of the burner concerns 
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two tubes placed in one and another this burner can be modelled in a 2D axisymmetric 
environment. The only aspect that cannot be modelled in this way are the swirl activators. 
The swirl activators will not be constructed and are left out of this model. The dimensions 
of this new burner are depicted in figure 5.2. The length of the burner is 250 millimeters. 

Axis of symmetry "· . =rr :----------------r:,---T ::-- --------
Biogas ____.,. 

Tube wall 

Figure 5.2: Dimensions of the implemented geometry 

The grid that was constructed consists of 88.000 structured cells. The length of the 
dividing wall that is situated between the air and biogas entrance is equal to 120 mm. 
When examining this burner geometry astrong resemblance with the testcase burner (see 
section 4.4) can be noticed. 

5.2 Boundary conditions 

In this section the boundary conditions that are imposed on the new geometry will be 
presented. It is given that the biomass gasifier has a capacity of 20 kW. The biogas, in the 
composition as it is used within the experimental set-up, has a calorie value of 5 MJ/Nm3 . 

The volume flow of biogas can now be determined and is equal to 4.0 m3s- 1. Within the 
burner cambustion takes place with an air factor of À= 0.2. The air flow is determined by 
the biogas flow and the air factorand is equal to 0.8 m3s-1 . An overview of the boundary 
conditions can be seen in table 5.2. A grid of 88.000 grid cells is created within the 
proposed geometry (see figure 5.2). This grid is the finest grid that was used during the 
executed calculations in this research. A segregated steady solver will be used to execute 
the required calculations. The samesolver settings were used that were established earlier 
for the flow and cambustion modeHing steps. The calculations are divided into two parts. 
A cold case that will determine the flow character and a hot case which is implemented 
upon the cold case that determines the flame front location. As done in igniting the 
testcase burner the new burner is ignited by patching a zone just after the dividing wall 
that is placed between the air and biogas inlet . 

5.3 Flow and cambustion results 

After the model was implemented as was described in the former section flow calculations 
were executed using the steady segregated solver. With the steady solver good results 
were achieved. To confirm the steady character of the flow additional calculations with 
the unsteady solver were executed. The results achieved with the unsteady solver are the 
same as when the steady solver is applied. The time-independency could be verified for 
as well as the flow as the cambustion results . The flow results are shown in figure 5.3. In 
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I Specie Mass fraction Mi Volume fraction Vi 
Biogas 
Nitrogen (N2) 0.93995 0.74517 
Methane (CH4) 0.04239 0.05882 
Hydrogen (H2) 0.01766 0.19600 

Air 
Nitrogen (N2) 0.76848 0.79000 
Oxygen (02) 0.23152 0.21000 

Biogas Air 
Volume flow (m::ss- 1 ) 4.000·10-::s 8.224·10-4 

Flow area (m~) 1.538-10 -::s 3.460·10-4 

Flow speed (m/ s) 2.6 2.4 
Flow temperature (K) 500 300 

Table 5.1: Boundary conditions implemented on the new burner geometry 

this figure a contourplot is shown of the mass fraction of oxygen (-). The diffusive mixing 
that takes place between the two flows in the inner tube is clearly visible. It can also be 
noted that this type of mixing continues even after the dividing wall. The length of this 
wall was estimated and was set to 120 mm's. The fact that the magnitude of the flow 
velocity of both streams expresses itself in the path length of diffusive mixing is indeed 
logic. It can also be observed that there are no recirculation zones visible. 

Mass fraction (-) 02 

2.30e-01 

2.19e-01 

2.07e-01 

1.96e-01 

1.84e-01 

1.73e-01 

1.61e-01 

1.50e-01 

1.38e-01 

1.27e-01 

1.15e-01 

1.04e-01 

9.20e-02 

8.05e-02 

6.90e-02 

5.75e-02 

4.60e-02 

3.45e-02 

2.30e-02 

1.15e-02 

0.00e+00 
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300 K 

Zone patched 
for ignition 

Figure 5.3: Mass fraction of oxygen (-) 
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Again the laminar finite rate model is used to model cambustion within the burner. Sirree 
the same composition of biogas and global reaction model is used the settings are applied 
unaltered. The cambustion is started by patching a zone just above the dividing wall 
within the inner tube. The converged cold flow calculation was used as a initial condition. 
A circular zone with a diameter of 2 mm is patched with a temperature (1800 K) , there 
are no combustible species or oxygen present (CH4 = H2 = 02 = 0) and the reaction 
products are settotheir stoichiometrie values (C02 = 0.0495, H20 = 0.108). The results 
are presented in figure 5.4. 

Temperafure (K) 

2.35e+03 

2.25e+03 

2.149+03 

2.049+03 

1.94e+03 

1.849+03 

1.73e+03 

1.63e+03 

1.53e+03 

1.329+03 

1.22e+03 

1.12e+03 

1.029+03 

9.14e+02 

8.129+02 

7.10e+02 

6.07e+02 

5.059+02 

4.02e+02 

3.00e+02 

Air 
300 K 

Figure 5.4: Location of the flame front 

A contourplot of the temperature (K) is chosen to make the flame front visible. The flame 
front is present in the regions where the highest temperature occurs. As was dorre for the 
cambustion results of the testcase burner and the partial oxidation burner the results will 
be validated by means of the mixed-is-burned theory. A plot of the temperature (K) versus 
the mixture fraction (-) is given in figure 5.5. Again the temper at ure is overestimated. 
Sirree this simulation of the alternative burner is solved with a steady solver the explanation 
is to be found in the convergence settings. To reach a accurate and realistic result the 
value of the residuals ought to be lowered drastically. The settings for convergence that 
were introduced in section 3.3.1 should be sufficient , but the results that are achieved 
here are not . By lowering the under-relaxation factors , which control the change of a 
variable, convergence is abtairred too soon in the calculation process. But by increasing the 
under-relaxation factors instability occurs within the salution process. The only sensible 
measure is to lower the residuals even further , especially the residual monitoring the 
energy. This results in a increase in calculation time. Unfortunately, these calculations 
were not executed for the time available for this research was limited. By examining the 
flow character and the location of flame front calculated by the laminar fini te rate model it 
is plausible to conclude that the location of the flame front will notchange when additional 
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Figure 5.5: Temperature vs. mixture fraction 

calculations (with lowered residuals) would be performed. The overestimated temperature 
is depicted by means of the arrow visible in the top of figure 5.5. 
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Conclusions 

In this thesis a partial oxidation burner is modelled. To improve the partial cambustor it is 
of essence to gain an understanding of the processes taking place within the burner. For it 
is not yet possible to conduct accurate measurements within the burner in its experimental 
setup, CFD is applied as research and design tool. The software package Fluent is used 
to execute the required calculations. The main research goals are to characterize the flow 
and to locate the flame front. 

In chapter 2, a model is constructed that resembles the burner. Boundary conditions are 
applied which describe the conducted experimentsas realistic as possible. A roughanalysis 
of the Reynolds numbers indicate a laminar flow character. Several options to set certain 
physical properties, supplied by Fluent, are presented. A suitable solution procedure is 
constructed and all CFD features that are of interest are discussed. 

In chapter 3, the first flow results are presented. The instationary, viscous Navier-Stokes 
and species transport equations are solved for the laminar flow. After analysis of these 
results it cancan be concluded that the geometry reflecting the original burner geometry 
is not suitable for the required numerical simulations. To prevent the phenomenon of 
backflow to occur a basic geometry is constructed. This geometry still resembles the 
original partial cambustor and results show that the cl1aracter of the flow is not altered 
in reference with the original geometry. A distinctive recirculation zone is observed just 
before the air inlet. Because there is no reference data available to validate the flow 
calculations a thorough analysis is made of the results. Various solution parameters, like 
time step size and grid size, are varied. The unsteady character of the flow is emphasized 
by this analysis and additional research is executed on the time dependency of the flow. 

In chapter 4, the modelling of cambustion is discussed. For no knowledge of the chemi
ca! kinetics descrihing the cambustion process is available the mixed-is-burned model is 
believed to be the most suitable cambustion model. The main research goal with respect 
to the modelling of cambustion is to localize the flame front present in the burner. The 
mixed-is-burned theory presumes that the involved chemistry is irreversible and infinitely 
fast. Based on the local mass fractions present and the assumption that reactions always 
take place a resulting temperature can be applied. Software limitations prevent this model 
from being applied to laminar flow cases. Based on this and the fact that the Reynolds 
nmnbers calculated during cold flow simulations are situated in a transient region between 
the laminar and the turbulent region additional attention is paid to turbulent models. It 
is concluded that the overall laminar character of the flow makes it impossible to apply 
turbulence models. An alternative cambustion model is found in the laminar-finite-rate 
model. This model requires input of the chemistry descrihing the cambustion process. Be
cause such knowledge is not available, the following assumption is made. In determining 
the location of the flame front the chemistry introduced to the model is of no influence 
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and the theory embodying the mixed-is-burned model is still valid. When applying the 
laminar-finite-rate model several calculation problems are encountered. In tackling these 
issues a testcase burner is constructed. The results are compared to the mixed-is-burned 
theory to validate the assumption made earlier. The knowledge that is gained during the 
cambustion calculations is applied to the model of the partial oxidation burner. After 
the analysis of the results the following observations are made. The adiabatic flame tem
perature of both the burner geometries (testcase and basic geometry) is higher than the 
theoretically determined flame temperature. It becomes clear that the cambustion results 
are not yet physically converged. In other words, chemical balance is not yet reached 
within the burner. Additional calculations show that the heating up of the recirculation 
zone that was observed in earlier simulations result in cambustion taking place in that 
region. This is possible because the cambustion is started when the flow is fully devel
oped. The resulting temperature at the flame front is still higher than the theoretically 
determined one. The second flame front that was visible in the first cambustion results 
is not present anymore. And the location of the flame front is in agreement with the 
location depicted by the mixed-is-burned theory. A second observation that can be made 
from the first cambustion results is that the Lewis number is unequal to one. This is a 
deviation in regard to the theory of mixed-is-burned. This is due to combination of errors 
in determining the local properties and the physics characterizing the examined flow. The 
cambustion phenomena that were discussed show the complexity of modeHing cambustion 
without any knowledge of the chemica! kinetics. 

The flow and cambustion results have led to the introduetion of an alternative burner 
geometry. The working principle and the modeHing of this burner is discussed in chapter 
5. Flow and cambustion results are presented and analyzed. The main difference that 
becomes visible in examining the flow and cambustion results is the steady character of 
this burner. The modelled partial oxidation burner shows an unsteady character. This 
unsteady character makes it difficult to achieve a chemical equilibrium state within the 
burner. 
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Appendix A Creating a basic 
geometry 
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